
Society of Professional Journalists 
Virginia Pro Chapter 

November 25, 2019 

Dr. Susan Trageser 
Radford University 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
via email, strageser@radford.edu 

cc: Radford Student Media 
via email, tartan@radford.edu 

RU Tartan Editor-in-Chief Dylan Lepore 
via email dlepore1@radford.edu 

Re:  Disappearance of The Tartan newspapers 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The board of directors of the Society of Professional Journalists, Virginia Professional Chapter, 
wishes to express its support for Radford University’s student newspaper, The Tartan.  

We were disheartened to read in The Roanoke Times  on Sept. 26, 2019, that approximately 
1,000 of the total 1,500 copies of the Sept. 18 edition of The  Tartan went missing around 
campus. We were even more dismayed that The Roanoke Times reported that RU administrators 
discussed with newspaper staff the possibility of attending the paper’s editorial meetings — as 
well as the administration’s concerns over the newspaper’s coverage of student Luisa Cutting, 
who was charged with murdering her roommate, and Aris Eduardo Lobo Perez, who recently 
died in New River Valley Regional Jail. Even more to our dismay, The Tartan reported on Nov. 
8 that a Radford University staff employee was responsible for the removal of newspapers from 
four racks on campus on the aforementioned day. 

As The Daily Progress said best in its editorial on the matter, “these circumstances raise 
suspicions of an assault on free speech.” The university has already stated that it did not 
orchestrate, participate in or have any knowledge of the removal of the newspapers. The 
university also stated that it did not request prior approval of the paper. But, the editorial stated, 



“bringing pressure to bear after the fact might be a different matter.” We concur with The Daily 
Progress’ notion that it is unrealistic to believe that this specific edition of The Tartan was so 
popular that two-thirds of the press run was taken from newspaper boxes within hours of being 
distributed.  

We stand by The Tartan and its decisions to: 

1) encourage university police to investigate the theft of the missing papers in the first place and 
to ask Radford University for the staff employee’s name; 

2) reject the notion that university administrators could attend editorial meetings; and  

3) continue its coverage of topics and stories that others may deem controversial or unflattering. 

First Amendment principles, even in a school setting, are a foundation for democracy and good 
government. Institutions of higher learning should seek to foster respect and appreciation for the 
role of an independent press in our society. RU can show its students and the surrounding 
community that it values quality journalism by supporting its student newspaper in these 
aforementioned decisions. Colleges and universities should provide no strings attached support 
for the perspective student journalists offer -- even if it is occasionally uncomfortable to read. 

At a time when journalists in the U.S. and around the world are under attack, it is the clear duty 
of all Virginia universities to strongly remind citizens of the legacy of free speech and press. 
Virginians wrote the world’s earliest constitutional law declaring government the protector of 
these inherent rights. The press plays an important role, even in a campus community.  

We encourage the RU student affairs office and the school administration to recognize the 
importance of a free and independent press in the community, whether that community is a 
campus or a nation.  

As the statewide SPJ chapter, we take our role as the nation’s most broad-based journalism 
organization seriously. This organization is dedicated to encouraging the free practice of 
journalism and stimulating high standards of ethical behavior and our mission includes 
advocacy on behalf of First Amendment guarantees of freedom of speech and press. We 
represent not only the professional journalists in Virginia but the student journalists as well.  
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SPJ Virginia Pro Board of Directors 
Jeff South, President 
Brian Eckert, Treasurer 
Logan Bogert, Secretary 
John Hopkins 
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